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SECTION A

Al. A, B, C are points on a circle S with lACl > ldcl > l/Bl.

(i) Suppose that X and Y are two points on .S such that

lAxl=lAYl=lBCl.
Show that eillrer

lBxl= lACl and lCYl = lB/l

ot
lBYl = lACl and lCxl = lBAl.

(ii) lf P is a point on ^l and L, M, N are the feet of the perpendiculars from P to BC,
AC, and AB respectively (sides being extended if rrecessary), show that I, M, and
N are coilinear.

A2. (i) Show that thecondition that thepoints P = (acos@,6sin@) and Q = (o cos ry', D sin ry' )
should subtend a right angle at O is

c2 cospcos / * 62sindsinry' = 0.

(ii) Let S be a circle centre O and radius c. Find the equation of the tangent to ^9 at
the point (ccos0, csind).

(iii) If c = rbl\/A +F, show that the points where a tangent to ^9 cuts the ellipse

,2 y2

A+ tr='
subtend a right angle at O.
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A3. Let a and b be non-zero vectors such that axb I o and let u and v be two other vectom
in R3.

(i) Theline r = v*pb is parallel to a plane contajning the line r = u+ la. Show that
the equation of this plane is

(axb).r = (axb).u.

(ii) Show that the distance from a point P, with position vector p, to the plane r.n = rJ

is

(iii) Hence, or otherwise, find an expression in terms ofa,b,u, and v for the distance
between the two lines r = u *,\a and r = v * pb.

A4. Three distinct complex numbers o,6, and c represent points ,4, B, and c in the Argand
diagram.

(i) show that arg (=) tr the angle rBCA measwed anticrockwise from cB to cA.
(ii) If A, B, and C are not collinear and S is the circle through ,4, B, and C show that

if z lies on .9 and z f a then

(iii) Show conversely that if

(a - c) (D - z)
::..._ 

- 

tsfeal.la-zl (D-c)

(o-.) (b-r)

- - 

lsreal
la- z) (b-c)

then z lies on .S.

(iv) If 7 and d are fixed non-zero complex numbers and 7z { d is never zero when z lies
on .9, show that F+fI describes a circle as z moves around .g.
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SECTION B

85. A train consists of a locomotive of rnass M coupletl to N wagons each of mms m. Initially

the train is at IeSt on a straight level track. The locomotive starts up at time , = 0 and

exertsaconstantforceFfrrtinrel)0Thelocomotiveandeachwagoncantravela
distance L before the ilrextensible coupling becomes taut and the next wagon starts to

rnove. If u. is the velocity with which the nth wagon starts to move and r'* is its velocity

just before the (n { 1)th wagon starts to tnove, show that

,, I2FM.]|I.(r) u1 = ,ir_+;f ,

(ii) ul = u2^+ ffi,and,
(iii) (M * (n * 1)m)t^1, = (M + nm\a"'

Write down a relation between un11 and u' and hence, by induction or otherwise' show

that

I
," = oJ-' 2F LtiM t |n{'r - I )m )}}.

Ifthetrainisverylong,showthatthespeedofthelocomotiveasthelastwagonstarts
to move is aPProximatelY ,l *

BB.Astuntmanattmhesoneendofastrongelmticropetohisanklesandtheot}rerendto
afixe<lpostonahighbrirlge.Hethendropsfromthebridge.'Iheman,sma^ssisrnand
themodulusoftheropeis4mg.lfhewantstodropamaximumdistancehbelowthe
bridge show that the,,n"*t"ntl"d length ofthe rope should be |n (V"u may neglect the

weight of the roPe.)

Fin<lthevelocityofthenranatthopointwheretheropebecomestaut.Showthatt
secontls later' while the rope is still stretclred, the extension of the rope is given by

I r lso h l&.
,h- ahcosV h,+ -stnlVit-

llence find the total time taken to first reach the lowest point from the moment he drops

frorrr the britlge.
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Two identical uniform planks AB, BC of length 2/c are hinged at B and hung over a
smooth circular horizontal cylinder of radius o as shown. The planks are inclined to the
vertical at angles d and { respectively. write down sufficient equations to determine d, /
when the system is in equilibrium.

show that there is a symmetric position of equilibrium with d = { provided that
acos0 = f,sin3d. Show that there is exactly one solution ofthis equation with 0 < d < {for any values of a, it.

If k = 26, verify that the system is in equilibrium whenever 0 + 6 = {. Are all such
solutions physically possible?

88. A small block of mass m lies on a horizontal table. The block is attached to a fixed point
,4 on the table by a spring of natural length I and modulus ). The coefficient of friction
between the block and the table is p. If the extension of the spring is r, show that it is
possible for the block to remain at rest on the table if

l,l <

The block is displaced to x = fff o with a > 0 and is then released from rest. show
that in the subsequent motion

li2 = i<0.

If a = 3r'-"ot and ff < |, nna the position of the block when it first comes to rest and
show that it has not reached the point A. write down the equation connecting c and i
for the next part of the motion when i > 0. Find the position of the block when it comes
to rest for a second time and show that it will not move again.

pmgl
'-.

\o2---; wh ilo
ml^ 

( pmsl\z

-r\'- ) /
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SECTION C

Cg.DefinethecotxlitionalTlrohtihilituofaneventAgiveneventB.

Llhildren at an advelll " "1.r canrp llave to choose one of three possible activities on a

particular day, these t"li"g uttl'"'y, tijing antl sailing' I'he probability.that a child chooscs

archery is 0.2. The ptt'p'n'tiou of boy'-choosing aich"ty is 0'28 and the corresponding

proportion of girls is O'i'S Wntt proportion of the children at the carnp are boys?

Ridingischosenby30%oftheboys,thisactivitybeingchosenby45%ofthechildren.
whatpercentag"orgirl.".hno."riding? whatistheprobabilitythatagirlchoosessailing?

Of the children who choose either riding or sailing' what proportion are boys?

cl0. Two stutlents, A and B, compete against each.other by playing alternately on a space

i nvader machin" uu tii ,-" of t lr"rn lr"""t. the machine ( i .e. annihilates all the enemy alicns

in one turn at the ntachine)Their probabilities of success at,.each single turn are p/

and pB respectit"ly. 
'Sint" 

i i' Lno*n to be the better player (i e Pl < ps) she allows

Atohavethefirst""ei^atheprobabilitythatAbeatsthemachinefirstFindthe
probability ttut S tloit the machine first and deduce that the game terminates with

probabilitY 1.

Prove that, if A and B )rave equal probabilities of beating the machine first'

PA
PB=T_pA'

In this case, calculate the expected nrtmber of turns on the machine until one of them

beats it.

t'-l
lYo, ,',ry pafte rrse of tlre irlentity f n'" = at-r,z 

0 < r < r']
[ "=t
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c11. Guy c;orilla is a very talcnted cricketer. Ilowever, he is also overwcight and unfit, so he

refuses to run at all when ba1ting. As a result he scores all of his runs in /ours (four runs

are awuded when the ball is hii to the boundary of the cricket field, havirrg struck the

ground before reaching the boundary) lf his scorirrg rate is '\ /ours per hour' the nurnber

it yorr", X, he scoresin a time interval oflength I hours f.llows a l'oisson distribution,

( lt )te- \t
Pt ,\ =k)

Past records show that, when Guy is batting, his scoring rate is 12 /ours per hour' What

is the probability that in half an hour Gu1' scores 5 or more /trurs?

write down the probability that cuy bats for t hours without scoring and deduce that' if

? denotes the time interval to the ftrst /our, then

. P(T<

Actually, when he is on forrn, Guy desn't always score only /ours He somctinrts hits

the ball over the boundary without it bouncing, for which he scores siz. His sircs follow a

Poisson distribution at a rate of 2 per hour which is independent of that for /ours what

is the expected number of boundaries (both /ours anrl sires) scored by Guy in I hour?

What is ihe probability it takes Cuy rn.re than I hours to score his first 6oundary?

cl2. InLasVegastheroulettewheelspermittedincasinoshave38divisions,twoof whichare

labelled0andtheotherslto36,Betsonzeroalenotallowedandanoutcomeofzero
results in a win for the casino. A casino is required by law to carry out regular tests ott

its roulette wheels to ensure that the probability of a zero rentains "fair" at ft. The legal

procedure involves spinning the wheel a large number oftintes and recording tlte trttmber

of zeros. lf this number deviates by too much from the expected value' the wheel mttst

be replaced.

For a particular wheel, suppose l.he probability that the outcolne is zero is p Write dowtr

the distribution of.{, the number ofzeros in n spins, stating carefully any assurtrptions

you make. What is the expected number of zeros?

on a wheel where all 38 outcomes are equally likely, a gambler stakes $ l0 on eoens; that

is, if the outcome is any one of the nunrbers 2,4,,36, he wins $ l0 and keeps his stake;

for any other outcorne, he loses his stake. If he stakes $ 10 on crrens for 1,000 spins of the

wheel'howmuchmoreishisexpectetllossthanifthewheelhad36equiprobablerlivisions
with no zeros?

Choose an approximate distribution for -{ when rt is very large' giving reasons ftlr your

choice.

A particular roulette wheel yielded 2')6 zeros when given 3,800 test 
-spirts. 

(iarry out ;r

tesi, at the 5% levcl of significance, that the probability of a zcro is ft'

,)= 
{

[ = 0,1,2,...

1_e-l2tl>0,
0 t<0.
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SECTION D

D1.1. A net:uork G consists of a finite collection I,' o[ uerlice.s and a collection E of edges. Each
edge joins two vertices and no two vertices are joined by more tha.n one edge.

A polA in G consists of a seqrrence t,l!f1,u2te2,......et,u*+l of alternate vertices and
edges so that each edge e; joins vertex ui to u,11. The leng{/r of such a path is its nlmber
ofedges, A. The endpinlsare the vertices ol and u111. 'Ihe path is closedifitsendpoints
coincide. A network is connerled if there is a path connccting any pair of distinct vertices.

(i) C; is a connected network and z is a given vertex. Suppose u and ro are also vertices
of G. 'l he length of the shtirtest path having endpoints z and u is denoted by d(o).
If d(u) = m and d(u) = m !2then show that there is no edge joining o and to.

(ii) More generally, if ,4- denotes the collection of vertices , with d(r,) - m, then show
that if k < n I there is no edge joining a vertex in 41 to a vertex belonging to
A,^.

(iii) A 2-colouring o[ G is a painting of the vertices with the colours red and green so
that if two vertices are joined by an edge they have different colours. Prove that if
(l has a 2,colouring, then every closed path in G must have even length.

(iv) Show tlrat, convcrselv. if everv closed path in G has even length then G has a 2-
colouring.

Dl4. lir each positive integer n, a(n) denotes the sum of its divisors. Thus a(1) = l,
o(2) = I * 2 = 3,o(3) = a and soon.
'lhe nunrber n is said tobe k-pe.rfectif o(n) = kn.

(i) Find a 2,perfect number.

(ii) If p and g are distinct primes then show that

o(pq) = o(p)o(q).

(iii) If m and z are integers with no common divisor then show that

o(mn\ = o(m)o(n).

(iv) Show that if n is 3 perfeet a.ntl n is not divisible by 3 then 3n is 4-perfect.
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D16. An dphabet )l consists of two letters, a,b. A. word is any sequence of 1{ letters from x

(i) Find the number of distinct words.

(ii) ['intr the number of distinct words in which the letter 6 occurs exactly r times.

(iii) The distance d(z,u) between two words (u,o) is the nurnber of places in which they

differ. Prove that for any three words z, u, ur,

d(2, u) + d(u,w) / d(u,w).

(iv) The k-spherc with cenlre u consists of those words which are of distance at most li

from u. How many words are contained in a t'sphere?

(v) A [-ermr convcting codeconsistsof acollectiono[words ur'L2'"''rn such that if '9;

denotes the ft-sphere with centre ui, then S; and '9, contain no conlmon word when

i f j. Prove that the maximurn number M of words in a 't error correcting code

satisfies

M< 2N;F;;:m
)

D16. (i) Ifa,6,c,dareintegersshowthatnotwodistinctpoints(a,6)and(c,d)areequidistant
from (14, |)

(ii) A tallice poinl is a point of the plane wlrich has integer coordinates. Use (i) to show

that for each positive integer m there exists a circle C- which can be drawn on the

plane in such a way that C- contains exactly m lattice points'

(iii) tet (z,y) be any point of the plane having rational coordinates' Writing

r=plq znd y=rfq

where p,g and r are integers, show that (r, -p) and (-r,p) are lattice points equidis-

tant from (c, g).

(iv) Deduce that if (u,0) is a point of the plane such that for every positive integer rn

there is a circle C- with centre (u,o) and contajning exactly m lattice points then

z and o cannot both be rational.


